Teasers for the 6th CEU Picnic

High Striker
Test your strength with this exciting high striker! Let’s measure who hits the strongest!

Fishing simulator
Try this outstanding game! Take your rod together with line and bait and prepare to catch the biggest fish in your life. Keep your eye on the bobber and don’t slip the moment to take the catch out of the water.

Reggaeness
New fitness style based on Reggaeton, Jamaican dancehall and Afro movements. Easy and dynamic steps for beginners and experienced as well.

Giant jenga
Giant jenga is a fun and exciting way to explore your manual skills and it is also a perfect form of entertainment for everyone.

Juggler show
You can easily learn to juggle with some endurance... and equipment... and an expert such as Balazs Bosznay to help. He will give a juggler show and a juggler workshop.